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ABSTRACT

Anthropology and Egyptology share the same interest in mortuary rituals. However, the higher-order interpretative
framework developed by anthropology is not standardly applied by Egyptology. The present study focuses on
summarizing a comparative framework of mortuary rituals and applying it to the study of bodily fluids in ancient
Egypt. The bodily fluids under discussion—menstrual blood, milk, efflux of Osiris (rDw-fluids), and semen—have
been chosen because of their specific connection to birth and rebirth in the ancient Egyptian symbolical system.
INTRODUCTION: AIMS OF THIS STUDY
The general aim of the present paper is to analyse—
in the broadest sense—the symbolical complex of
death and rebirth in ancient Egypt. As both birth and
death are physiological processes connected with
speciﬁc types of bodily ﬂuids, they represent the
focusing mechanism which will allow us to limit the
vast amount of potential research material. Bodily
ﬂuids are ideal because they are ambivalent: they
may be simultaneously thought of as polluting and
beneﬁcial, which makes them a unique tool in our
attempt to understand the ancient Egyptian
classiﬁcation
system:
“classiﬁcation,
like
symbolising, is the creation of culture, or equally one
could say that culture is the creation of classifying
processes.”1
According to the anthropologist Mary Douglas,
substances issuing from the human body are imbued
with special power, they are a “matter out of place,”
in between categories.2 In Douglas’ understanding,
power is always relational—one can only have
power over somebody or something; power does not
exist of itself.3 Any power-structure is therefore a
more or less intricate system of relationships
between categories which are being continuously
(re)established through performative action by the

members of a certain group. However, there always
exists a universal type of power transcending these
categories—the power stemming from the inﬁnite
possibilities of alternative arrangements (or
alternative categories) which the given culture did
not realize.
Being actual substances, ﬂuids may be
manipulated, their qualities and positioning in
relation to other substances and objects may be
associated or contraposed reﬂecting—on a physical
level—the abstract notions culturally ascribed to
them as a system of categories. The moment they are
separated from our bodies, they enter into the
interim space of “in-between.” “The danger that is
risked by boundary transgression is power,” says
Douglas.4 None of the bodily ﬂuids are beneﬁcial or
harmful per se. By analysing the transgressive
moments from the textual sources available to us, we
may map the web of symbolical associations, create
a “semiotic map” related to a segment of the
symbolical system. And because systems tend to
replicate their structures5 and project them to include
the whole of creation (“the sky is the limit”),
understanding the web of symbolical associations on
one microcosmic level (for example of the
relationship of bodily ﬂuids) has the potential to
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provide understanding of other, often larger
semiotic clusters as well. The ﬁrst speciﬁc aim of our
study is to exemplify how such a “map of meaning”
of one small semiotic cluster may be established.
The second aim is to contextualize the ﬁndings
arrived at in relation to the ancient Egyptian bodily
ﬂuids semiotic complex within the framework of
higher-order anthropological theories structuring
the death-rebirth experience cross-culturally. We
will try to show in what way these approaches may
actually enhance our understanding of the ancient
Egyptian material and vice versa.

1: BODILY FLUIDS: MENSTRUAL BLOOD, MILK, SEMEN,
R∆W-FLUIDS OF THE DECEASED/OSIRIS
The ﬁrst issue to settle is the choice of bodily ﬂuids
for the analysis. Theoretically, one should consider
all of the bodily ﬂuids which play an important role
in funerary and creational texts: rDw-ﬂuids of
Osiris/the deceased, urine and faeces, saliva, blood,
semen, tears, sweat, and mother’s milk. However,
the point of establishing a semiotic map is not
primarily to include the numeric complexity of all
relevant elements, but to cover their functional
scope. The selection must, of course, always be
informed in relation to the emic categories available
to us from the sources.
The ancient Egyptians established a functional
relationship between semen and some of the other
bodily ﬂuids: spittle, blood, tears, and sweat.6 Shu
and Tefnut, representing air and moisture, were
created either from Atum’s sperm,7 and/or by him
spitting and sneezing.8 Humans were created by
tears of Re-Atum.9 The late Papyrus Berlin 15765A
describes the creation of Apophis from the blood of
Re’s umbilical cord.10
AND THE

Examples of mythological creation by
semen or saliva should be understood no
diﬀerently from tales of the creation of
mankind from the creator’s tears (…) plants
and minerals from divine sweat, blood, et
cetera. In each instance, the cast-oﬀ portion
of the god’s body retains divine power and
may engender new life.11

Even though faeces were both symbolically and
ritually considered a substance relevant to the
regenerative process (the cosmic dung-beetle rolling
the sun-disk; faeces of sacred animals were
considered a sacred object and even mummiﬁed),12
the consumption of faeces (Hz), along with urine

(wzS.t), in the Netherworld—as described in the
funerary texts—was primarily a sign of a failed
transition.13 This narrows our selection to the rDwﬂuids (a unique category in themselves, see below),
semen, and milk. However, the process of dying in
ancient Egypt was intrinsically associated with the
idea of simultaneous rebirth.14 The sarcophagus is
likened to the womb of Nut and the deceased to a
foetus, just like Re is reborn every day from Nut. For
the understanding of these events, the physiological
processes within the female body—the main concern
of medical texts—are thus of primary importance.
This legitimizes the choice of milk and necessitates
the inclusion of menstrual blood, as the issues of
lactation and the menstrual cycle are crucial to the
physiological experience of (re)birth.
As we will show, semen and the rDw-ﬂuids are the
symbols of choice in mortuary texts as this process
is essentially modelled on a male archetype of the
dead Osiris. Milk and menstrual blood are their
female counterparts and are of main concern to
medical texts. Together, these four ﬂuids form a
“semiotic cluster” which, once described, may
provide a useful tool in approaching the intricate
web of symbolical associations which we encounter
in ancient texts.
Our analysis will therefore proceed in the
following way. We shall provide a brief description
of all of the four ﬂuids in relation to the death-rebirth
symbolical complex. During our research, the
association of the bodily ﬂuids with the Nile proved
to be of special importance, and thus is provided in
separate sections. We shall then systematize the
various details into a “map of meaning,” in which
we discuss the symbolical associations in context of
the whole group. Finally, we shall assess the general
relevance and usefulness of this approach for the
study of ancient Egyptian material.
1.1: MENSTRUAl BlOOD
little is known about menstruation in ancient
Egypt.15 Medical texts emphasize the importance of
the “closeness” of women’s bodies for their health
and protection from demons, especially during
pregnancy. Menstrual blood was, in the mind of the
Egyptians, identical to the blood of parturition or
miscarriage.16 When the body was “open,” the
shedding of the blood occurred, and when it was
closed and the woman was pregnant, its purpose
was to nourish the child and it should not have left
the body. Turning towards the body in the mortuary
context, Nyord, in his analysis of the body in Coﬃn
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Texts, writes that the womb was conceptualized as
“a CONTAINER, somewhat surprisingly, however,
never for the fetus itself, but rather for the protection
(…) it is given.”17 Coﬃn Texts Spell 148 thus informs
us: “It is in my uterus that he (i.e. Re-Atum) has tied
a protective circle around him (i.e. Horus) (because)
he (i.e. Re-Atum) knows that that is the heir of
Osiris.”18 The womb was understood, at least in the
Coﬃn Texts, as a container for protection of the
deceased, separated from the dangers outside. A
protective space around the child is created in
healing rituals as well. Tying knots and placing
protective tampons inside the woman also suggest
that the body of the woman is, through a ritual,
transformed into a container for the protection of the
child that, through the ritual, is established within
the body of the woman and around the child. This
idea of protection is linked to the belief by Egyptians,
suggested by Jean and loyrette, that the
placenta/womb (i.e. mw.t-rmT,19 “the mother of
people”) is made of menstrual blood.20 The placenta
becomes a metaphor for the maternal protection of
the child and men.
A term traditionally employed for menstruation,
but also puriﬁcation, is Hzmn.21 Frandsen suggests
that the connection between these two meanings lies
in that “[t]he woman rids herself of the blood and is
thereby puriﬁed and restored to her normal
status.”22 Menstruating women were considered
impure, worthy of avoiding in ritual contexts.23 This
notion is conﬁrmed by absentee lists from Deir elMedina tomb workers, attesting that men were
absent from work when their wives or daughters
had Hzmn.24 Frandsen suggests that “activities related
to human procreation were evidently incompatible
with the purity required for service related to
temple/tomb which, in turn, had as its goal various
forms of recreation/regeneration of the divine.”25
Husbands or fathers of menstruating women were,
according to Frandsen, to avoid work on tombs for
the fear of contamination as it could decrease the
regenerative power of the tomb.26 The existence of
such a list is attested only for New Kingdom Deir elMedina and these interpretations can therefore be
employed only in this particular context of royal
tomb-builders. However, throughout various
periods of Egyptian history, starting with the
Ramesside period, we come upon the motif of a male
god suﬀering from the “poison” (mtw.t) of a goddess
whom he rapes or has intercourse with.27 It has been
suggested by interpreters that it is in reaction to the
impure character of the vaginal ﬂuid she is

discharging. The possibility that it is menstrual
blood is indicated by the fact that the context of these
episodes is often framed by the goddess cleansing
herself with water.

1.1.1: Menstrual Blood and the Nile
The Nile water was the prototypical liquid for the
ancient Egyptians. Medical Incantation 29 from the
london Papyrus BM 10059 (IX,14–X,1) draws a
parallel between blood issuing from a woman’s
body and the Nile ﬂood.28 This spell against bleeding
of the future mother encourages uttering these
words over a knotted tampon, like the one protecting
this mother: “Anubis came forth to prevent the ﬂood
(Îapj) from entering the pure (wab) territory of (the
goddess) Tayet29 to protect what is in her. This
incantation is recited over linen yarn on which a knot
has been made. Place inside her vagina.”30 In this
case the bleeding very probably concerns the
prevention of a possible miscarriage rather than
menstruation.31 Tying a knot while reciting a spell
was a common medical practice. The knot had a
protective function, reinforced by its mythological
connection to Isis and its fabrication in a ritual
context thus evoking the notion of containment and
separation from evil.32
The parallel between the Nile ﬂood and
menstruation seems to have played a crucial role
within the central mythological complex which
integrated the main ancient Egyptian goddesses
(Sakhmet, Tefnut, Bastet, Hathor, Isis, and possibly
other local goddesses) and which is known as the
Return of the Goddess, Distant Goddess, or even the
Wandering Goddess.33 The basic plot describes the
disappearance of the daughter/eye of the sun god
(into Nubia) and her subsequent return after being
cajoled by a male god (Thoth, Shu, Onuris, and
others). Upon her return, the goddess becomes
enraged and must be appeased before reuniting with
her father. The mythological complex has been
related to various natural phenomena (waxing and
waning of the moon, atmospheric phenomena, the
sun cycle, heliacal rising of Sirius),34 many of which
are linked to the annual inundation cycle.35 Focusing
on biomorphic aspects and based on the material
available to us from the Saite mythological manual
of the Delta (Papyrus Brooklyn 47.218.84),36
Jørgensen argues for a connection of this
mythological complex with the menstrual cycle, at
the same time showing the congruence with the
other interpretations.37 By doing so, he links the
biological (menstruation), microcosmic level with
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the macrocosmic framework (inundation, movement
of the stars, etc.). In this context, it is relevant to take
into consideration the physical aspects of the Nile
waters during inundation. Maspero writes: “In eight
or ten days (the Nile) has changed from greyish blue
to dark red, occasionally of so intense colour as to
look like newly shed blood.”38

1.2: MIlK
Milk, jrT.t, is, as well as menstrual blood, a ﬂuid that
nourishes the child, human or divine. Milk was
considered a delicacy in ancient Egypt and was
consumed by the gods, the living and the deceased.39
lactation established a special relationship between
the woman and the child. Goddesses breast-feeding
gods and kings, the “divine wet nurses,” are very
common in Egyptian iconography and textual
sources.40 The goddess lactating the king established
a relation between him and her, legitimized him as
being of higher status than other mortals and
demonstrated a transmission of divine power from
the goddess to the king.41 In mortuary and religious
literature as well as in medical texts, milk had yet
another layer of meaning—it enabled puriﬁcation.42
A relation between the divine milk and the purity of
the mouth and of the deceased was established, as is
apparent in Coﬃn Texts Spell 96: “Osiris has
cleansed my mouth with milk of the Red Cow
coming out of the sunlight (...)”.43 Other examples of
this relation can be found in Coﬃn Texts,44 as well as
in the Pyramid Texts,45 that relate milk and natronwater which emphasizes the puriﬁcatory role of the
former. Milk was also often used in puriﬁcation
rituals.46 The divinity’s milk, as well as water, were
both considered to be purifying substances (see
below).47 Interestingly, milk is almost always
presented as positive in mythological imagery.
Medical texts, however, cite cases when “bad milk”
(i.e. bad smelling milk) can harm the infant.48
Another mention of the potential harmfulness of
milk is related to the 25th Peret, on which it was
forbidden to consume milk, as noted in the Cairo
Calendar.49 On this day, a cow was placed in front of
Ra to provide him with milk, however nobody else
was to drink it on that day.50 Milk, as other bodily
ﬂuids, is ambivalent, it is taboo under certain
circumstances.51
1.2.1: Milk and the Nile
The identiﬁcation of these two liquids is strong on
the phenomenological level. The Nile, just like milk,
is often referred to through its nurturing and

reviviﬁcation qualities, such as for example in the
famous Hymn to Hapy, in which these qualities of the
inundation—among others—are repeatedly stressed.52 Similar phenomenology in relation to the Nile
may be identiﬁed in case of the Pyramid Texts (such
as Spell 581), Coﬃn Texts (such as Spells 317–321),
and other sources.53 Notable is also the iconographic
depiction of Hapy as a ﬁgure with pendulous breasts
and other feminine features.54
On the ritual level, the identiﬁcation of milk with
the Nile is a bit more tentative than in the case of the
other bodily ﬂuids. Nevertheless, the available
sources provide interesting indications that make the
relationship worth considering even from this
perspective. In the Pyramid Texts Spell 413, we thus
read: “Raise yourself, father! You have your water,
you have your inundation, you have your milk from
the breasts of Mother Isis.”55 Even though the
relationship between these substances is probably
metaphorical (all liquids) and not that of identity, the
sequence is still signiﬁcant (why this speciﬁc
choice?).
An inscription on a situla of a certain priest Wzjrwr depicting the goddess Nut, in her capacity as a
tree goddess, oﬀering a libation to the deceased,
states: “O Osiris, take this libation that comes from
Abydos, this rDw-ﬂuid that comes from Osiris, which
Sothis brings with her own arms as she unites
Khnum with you. A great Nile inundation (Îapj-wr)
has come to you, its arms ﬁlled with rejuvenated
water. (...) May Isis, the God’s Mother, oﬀer you her
breasts, that you may be ﬂooded with life. (...) May
you receive libation from the arms of your son
punctually every tenth day, when the libator crosses
over to the west of Thebes to oﬀer a libation of water
at Medinet Habu under the supervision of the father
of his fathers.”56
Notable is also the physical similarity of the Nile
waters with milk. When the main ﬂood—which is of
reddish/dark brown hues—from the Blue Nile and
Atbara started to recede, the waters of the White Nile
entered Egypt. These had been held up by the plains
and marshes and therefore carried a signiﬁcant
amount of yellowish-white sediments turning it
muddy white—closely resembling milk (or semen).57
1.3: RDW-FlUIDS OF THE DECEASED/OSIRIS
In the context of mortuary literature, rDw refers to the
eﬄux of Osiris or the deceased, which are almost
indistinguishable.58 Meeks argues that rDw may
“refer to any form of liquid bodily emanation, as for
example sweat or sperm.”59 However, he does not
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provide any supportive argument or examples. In
fact, rDw is associated with bodily ﬂuids of gods or
the dead, never of ordinary humans. In line with
such a context, the function of rDw-ﬂuids is
creational, puriﬁcatory, i.e. states or activities which
are ritually relevant. In the Coﬃn Texts, the eﬄux
thus has a creative potential; the ba of Osiris was
created from it, among other beings.60 Nevertheless,
the inherent ambivalence of the bodily ﬂuids is most
clearly deﬁned in case of the rDw-ﬂuids. The creative
potential (i.e. “power”) associated with this
substance is simultaneously indicative of its
destructive, threatening aspects. A substantial
amount of funerary texts thus focuses on the rDwﬂuids escaping the body.61 However, once outside,
the creative potential of the rDw-ﬂuids may be fully
utilized, most often to the advantage of the very
same deceased from whose body they were expelled.
Andreas Winkler described this two-way process in
relation to spells from the Pyramid Texts,62 Rune
Nyord provided a more detailed analysis of this
phenomenon in relation to the Coﬃn Texts.63 The
necessity of the harming rDw-ﬂuids to ﬂow out and
then re-enter the body of the deceased transformed
into the beneﬁcial rDw-ﬂuids of Osiris is their
determining characteristic. As the deceased
ultimately gains an Osirian identity, these ﬂuids
must exit and re-enter the same body to become
eﬀective. This distinguishes them from all of the
other bodily ﬂuids that become eﬀective either inside
the body of another entity (semen, milk) or are
eﬀective only if they remain within (menstrual
blood).

1.3.1: RDw-Fluids and the Nile
The rDw-ﬂuids of Osiris, who provided the template
for the fate of the individual after death, were
directly associated with the Nile.64 From the Pyramid
Texts we thus learn that: “You have your water, you
have your inundation, the rDw-ﬂuids that come from
the god, the decay coming from Osiris”65, and
similarly: “Ho, Pepi! Your water is the inundation;
your cool water is the great inundation that comes
from you.”66 In the Coﬃn Texts, the identiﬁcation of
Osiris with the inundation is for example explicitly
included on the coﬃn of Heqata (A1C) through
Osiris’ epithet “lord of the Flood” (nb Agb).67 In Spell
74 of the Coﬃn Texts Isis entices Nephthys to make
an incision in Osiris’ side urging: “‘Flow out, ﬂuid,
come out from this Ax, ﬁll the canals, create the
names of rivers!’”68 Very revealing is also the Year 4
Abydos Stela of Ramses IV to Osiris: “You (Osiris),

you are the High Hapy (Îapj-wr),69 who rises at the
beginning of the season. The gods and people live
from the rDw-ﬂuids (which issue) from you (i.e.
Osiris/Hapy).”70 In the Book of the Dead Chapter 147
Osiris is ﬁrst identiﬁed with the inundation and the
deceased is then cleansed with the rDw of Osiris/Nile
waters.71 Chapter 149 hints at a similar event: “The
river
is
(ﬁlled
with)
plants
as
the
dribble/moisture/ﬂood(?) is (ﬁlled) with the rDwﬂuids, which come from Osiris.”72 In the same sense,
the wnm-HwAA.t (Putrefaction-eater)—one of the
guardian-gods on late Egyptian sarcophagi—has the
ability to control the putrefaction (HwAA.t) of Osiris
and thus the Nile,73 the term HwAA.t being an
alternative designation of the rDw-ﬂuids.74 The
explicit connection between Osiris, the ﬂuids issuing
from his body and the Nile are also the main feature
of the so-called Osiris Room, a roofed chapel of the
Isis temple at Philae.75 The above stated examples
show that the syncretic link between Osiris and
Hapy is the creative and nurturing qualities of the
rDw-ﬂuids/inundation issuing from (being identical
with) either entity.76
1.4: SEMEN
The importance of semen in the death-rebirth
symbolical complex must be analysed in close
association with the rDw-ﬂuids. The ability to
procreate as part of the resurrection process was
conceptualized already in the Pyramid Texts, such
as in Spell 493: “Air is in my nose, semen is in my
penis like the One whose shape is hidden (zfg-jrw, i.e.
Shu) in the midst of the sunlight.”77 There seems to
exist a link through the character of the god Shu
between these Pyramid Texts and the later tradition
of the so-called Shu-spells contained within the
Coﬃn Texts.78 According to Willems, the ritualist,
acting as Shu (god of air, son), performs
funerary/resurrection rites on the deceased cast in
the position of Atum (creator god, father) thus
enabling the deceased to act in the same capacity as
Shu towards Atum: “(...) the ritual stage has been
telescoped into the hereafter, where the deceased
performs the rite for the god Atum, whose
resuscitation is tantamount to the creation of the
world.”79 Within this context, Shu bears the same
title zfg-jrw, “the One whose shape is hidden” as was
mentioned in the Spell 493 of the Pyramid Texts.80
The crucial element in this process is the mutual
relationship between the deceased and his son, who
functions as the deceased’s image on earth,
regardless of the speciﬁc actors mentioned, which
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would have been determined by the ritual context.81
From the Coﬃn Texts Spell 94 we therefore learn: “I
am the great ba of Osiris, through whom the gods
commanded that he (Osiris) copulates, living up
high during the day, whom Osiris created with the
rDw-ﬂuid which is in his ﬂesh, the sperm which
emerged from his (son’s/Osiris’) phallus in order to
go out into the day and (in order that) he may
copulate through him.”82 From this perspective, the
rDw-ﬂuids and semen are functionally equivalent,83
serving as a physical conceptualization of the
mortuary father-son relationship.84
Semen shares one more trait with the rDw-ﬂuids,
or ﬂuids in general, and that is its ambivalence. The
two terms designating semen in Egyptian are mtw.t
and aAa, which also designate “poison”85 and an
“illness.”86 This is not to say that semen was
considered poison by the Egyptians per se, but must
be—yet again—understood contextually and related
to the concept of power stemming from the matter
“out of place” (see “Introduction”). The term aAa
therefore does not designate an arbitrary illness, but
is rather connected to problems caused by the
displacement of a ﬂuid from the body of a god or a
dead person.87 The famous homosexual episode
from the Contendings of Horus and Seth is very
illustrative in this manner.88 Seth’s semen, intended
to impregnate Horus but caught by him in his hands,
is considered by Isis to be so contaminating and
dangerous that she immediately cuts Horus’ hands
oﬀ and throws them into the water.89 The workings
of demons through semen are obvious especially in
medical texts.90

1.4.1: Semen and the Nile
The whole concept of the Nile being assimilated to
the rDw-ﬂuids of Osiris (see above) inherently also
associates Osiris’ semen with the Nile. After all, it
was Isis, who, through her powers, enticed semen—
or more generally a creative ﬂuid—from the corpse
of Osiris to beget Horus. In a similar manner—as we
have learnt from the New Kingdom situla inscription
(see above, section “Milk and the Nile”)—Isis in her
form of Sothis,91 goddess of the new year, enticed the
rDw-ﬂuids of Osiris/inundation to appear in Egypt.
The connection between the inundation,
semen/eﬄux and a bull, traditional symbol of
virility, is concisely shown in the Coﬃn Texts, in the
transformation spell for “Becoming Hapy” (xpr m
Îapj).92 Here the speaker proclaims: “Pay attention to
me, now! I have risen in light, and I have come into
being from the Drw-ﬂuids (var. S1C: mtw.t “semen”)

of the Bull of the West.”93 The idea that the semen of
a certain god fertilizes the ﬁelds as the Nile water
could also be extended to other substances with
similar functions. Thus, for example, Papyrus Leiden
(I 350, rto, V, 24) from the New Kingdom includes
the following description of the god Amun: The
“One whose semen is the stuﬀ of life (mtw.t=f-xt-nanx, i.e. seed-corn)” and the “One whose rDw-ﬂuids
are corn” (rDw=f-npr), whose wife is the ﬁeld (Hm.tAx.t) over which he spread (zt=f r=z).94 In a similar
line of reasoning, the term baH(.w), “inundation”95
may also be metaphorically expressed
as “(Sobek’s) stream of semen”96
, Sobek being an aquatic deity often taking on the form of a
crocodile.97 However, this example is limited only to
two attestations from Sobek’s temple in Kom Ombo.
2: RELATIONSHIPS OF THE BODILY FLUIDS: THE
SEMIOTIC MAP
2.1: SOME METHODOlOGICAl REMARKS
To understand the roles of the four bodily ﬂuids
within the death/rebirth symbolical complex, we
must systematize their interrelations. A note on
method is appropriate here, even though an
evaluation of the whole model will be more
appropriate only once we have actually established
it (section “2.2 Summary”).98 We may illustrate the
main categories through which we are relating the
four bodily ﬂuids on the basic pair of semen and
menstrual blood (see position 1 and 2 in Fig. 1): (1)
origin (masculine as opposed to feminine); (2)
desired location—i.e. where they are most eﬀective
and whether transference from one body to another
is a desired part of this process. The purpose of
semen is—in contrast to menstrual blood—fulﬁlled
only outside the body from which it comes and inside
the body of another.99 Menstrual blood nourishes the
child, but a menstruating woman is a “taboo” (bwt)
(inside another [transference desired] × inside the
one [transference not desired]); (3) desired eﬀect—
i.e. for which phase of the birth-death-rebirth process
are they crucial (creative before conception ×
nurturing before birth); (4) colour (white/yellowish
× red/dark brown).
Why should the elements be related through
contrasts? As we are trying to deﬁne the limits of a
semiotic cluster, concepts with opposing qualities
represent its extremities and thus give us an idea of
its symbolical extent and depth. We could have
chosen diﬀerent contrastive categories (e.g.,
structure, smell, purity, etc.) and further the analysis.
However, these four seem most relevant to the
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FIGURE 1: Semiotic map of symbolical associations of bodily ﬂuids
in ancient Egypt.

source material and suﬃcient enough to illustrate
the symbolical relations between the ﬂuids. Semen
and menstrual blood have been chosen as the basic
pair primarily because the diﬀerences between them
are most clearly deﬁned.

2.1.1: RDw-Fluids and Milk
These two remaining ﬂuids form another pair (see
position 3 and 4 in Fig. 1). However, this pair is
weaker in its contrastive qualities because the rDwﬂuids tend to have opposing meanings depending
on the performative context, thus defying a clear
binary division into the categories set out by the
primary pair (origin; desired location; desired eﬀect;
colour). As the fate of the deceased is essentially
modelled on a male archetype of the dead Osiris, the
rDw-ﬂuids may be understood as primarily a
masculine ﬂuid (this position is strengthened by the
functional similarity of the rDw-ﬂuids and semen).
Nevertheless, the rDw-ﬂuids physiologically also
originate from female cadavers, thus obscuring a
clear binary categorisation. Milk, on the other hand,
is clearly a feminine substance. The desired location
of milk is inside another (infant/deceased), whereas
the rDw-ﬂuids are contextually desirable outside
(being a harmful substance) and—transformed into
the rDw-ﬂuids of Osiris—inside the one who
produces them (Osiris/deceased). Similarly, the
desired eﬀect of the transference of these two ﬂuids

is both nurturing and creative (after death) in case of
rDw-ﬂuids, but primarily nurturing (after birth) in
case of milk. Colour is only implied in case of rDwﬂuids and may be associated with both white
(through association with semen) and red/dark
brown (through association with purge ﬂuids issued
by a dead body).100 In case of milk, it is simply
white/yellowish.
By establishing the relationships between this
second pair, we have mapped out the outer limits of
a semiotic cluster (see Fig. 1). However, precisely
because being a cluster, its constitutive elements
share certain characteristics also outside their
primary pairing (semen–menstrual blood; rDwﬂuids–milk). By mapping these in the following
paragraphs, we will systematize the symbolic
possibilities of the whole group simultaneously
exemplifying in what way may these relationships
aid us in understanding certain symbolical
connections in ancient Egyptian texts.
2.1.2: Menstrual Blood and Milk
As the menstrual blood does not appear during
lactation, Jean and loyrette suggest that—at least in
later phases of Egyptian history—milk may have
been considered as analogical to blood.101 A Stoic
philosopher living in Egypt in the ﬁrst century CE
reports that Egyptian priests were not to drink milk
because of its similarity with blood.102 Medical texts
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provide information concerning healthy lactation
(Papyrus Ebers 808–813, Papyrus Berlin 3038 14–
18).103 One of the spells (Papyrus Ebers 808: 95, 1–3:
a remedy for “not letting the nipples descend,” tm ra hAj bn.ty) is revealing: “Bathe them (breasts) in the
blood of one whose menstruation has come for the
ﬁrst time. Rub it on the belly and both of her thighs
so that gesu (a disease of the breasts overﬂowing
with milk) do not appear with her.”104 The enigmatic
connection between the ﬁrst menstrual blood of a
young woman and the overﬂowing/clotted breasts
of a mother may be explained with reference to the
semiotic map proposed in this our text. Menstrual
blood falls into the same category as milk: female
ﬂuids nourishing the child (see Fig. 1). The diﬀerence
is that one nourishes the child in the womb before
birth, the other after parturition. When blood
escapes, it does not fulﬁl its purpose any more. The
role of milk is, in contrast, fulﬁlled only when
escaping the body. When a woman produces milk,
it is for the nourishment of a born child. Menstrual
blood and milk are analogues as well as opposites
implying each other. Both of these meanings seem
to be evoked within this ritual. Clotted breasts
overproducing milk may thus be cured by the
application of a substance that is in certain aspects
contextually its structural opposite. At the same time,
however, as analogues, the very ﬁrst unobscured
ﬂow of menstrual blood simultaneously stimulates
the free ﬂow of breast milk. We may say that
menstrual blood (position 2) implies milk (position
4) in the sense that menstrual blood is a prerequisite
of the existence of milk (the foetus must be
nourished before birth to be able to drink milk).
Being both feminine in origin and nurturing in their
desired eﬀect, the two ﬂuids (menstrual blood and
milk) can thus be contrasted by desired location
(inside the one [transference not desired] × inside
another [transference desired]) and colour (red/dark
brown × white/yellowish).

2.1.3: Semen and RDw-Fluids of Osiris/Deceased
The close connection, identiﬁcation almost, of these
two ﬂuids has already been established above (see
section 1.4). In relation to the semiotic map, the
relationship of this pair will be modelled similarly
as we have done in case of menstrual blood and milk
only moving from the “feminine” to the “masculine”
sector. We may thus say that semen (position 1)
implies rDw-ﬂuids (position 3) in the sense that
semen is a prerequisite of the existence of rDw-ﬂuids
(one must ﬁrst be born to be reborn after death).

Contextually deﬁned by their relationship, both
ﬂuids are masculine in origin and creative in their
desired eﬀect in creating generations. Even though
the desired location for semen is inside another
(transference desired), the situation with the rDwﬂuids is more complicated as the process implies
both transference outside the body in which they
originate and the desire to return them (transference
as a prerequisite of their return to the source). Colour
is an irrelevant contrastive category as the rDw-ﬂuids
can be conjecturally associated with either red/dark
brown (purge ﬂuids) or white/yellowish hues
(semen).

2.1.4: Semen and Milk
The relationship between semen and milk was
established in the Papyrus Jumilhac,105 a manual
listing the rituals and myths relevant to the 17th and
18th Upper Egyptian nomes. Per this theory, semen
comes from the bones of the father and creates the
child’s bones and the soft tissue of the child comes
from the milk of the mother.106 This concept is well
attested from temple inscriptions dating to the
Greco-Roman period, but seems to be lacking from
earlier periods.107 This has prompted some
commentators to question the relevance of this
concept in general as non-Egyptian (Greek).108 This,
however, we consider to be limiting as it is easily
explainable through the semiotic model proposed in
this paper. Even though all of the four ﬂuids
comprising the semiotic map may be found in
various texts throughout Egyptian history, it does
not mean that all of the relationships between them
had to be actualized at one speciﬁc time or in one
performative context. The semiotic model rather
represents the potential sum of symbolical
associations a certain semiotic cluster oﬀers. As is
shown in this case, the relationship between semen
and milk seems to have been actualised for some
reason only in the Greco-Roman period. Foreign
inﬂuence may have triggered its conceptualization,
but that does not make it a non-Egyptian motif (see
below).
The milk and semen parallel is also, for example,
reﬂected in the bovine zoomorphic mythological
imagery, which can be easily documented
throughout Egypt’s history. Cows produce milk, and
the god or the deceased, as well as the ordinary
living, beneﬁt from it as is obvious from the
innumerable depictions of the deceased being
breast-fed by various goddesses.109 Bulls are closely
associated with semen and, by association, with
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power.110 likewise, the colour of these two ﬂuids, as
well as the fact that both fulﬁl their creative potential
outside the bodily organ of origin, establishes an
important link between them. Gordon and Schwabe
even suggest that milk is a female analogy to
semen.111 It is therefore not surprising that in the
Tebtunis Mythological Manual, a series of ﬁve
manuscripts from the Temple of Tebtunis dating to
the second century CE,112 the great Mehet-Weret in
the form of a cow drops a single drop of milk into
the primeval waters creating the ﬁrst lotus from
which Re emerges,113 demonstrating the functional
equivalence of milk and semen. The diﬀerence is that
whereas milk may be both nurturing and creative,
semen seems to be restricted to its creative aspect.
Within the semiotic map, these two ﬂuids are
contrasted by their origin (masculine × feminine);
however the remaining three categories, i.e. desired
eﬀect (creative and in case of milk also nurturing),
desired location (inside another [transference
desired]) and the colour (white/yellowish), further
strengthen the association between the two ﬂuids.

2.1.5: The RDw-Fluids of Osiris and Menstrual Blood
Jørgensen established the parallel between
menstruation and the rDw-ﬂuids by referring to a
passage in the Papyrus Brooklyn 47.218.50, a
liturgical text concerning royal ceremonies dating to
the Saite period.114 The text describes contents of a
bAz jar associated with Bastet, which is used to anoint
the pharaoh to protect him from the rage of the
goddess—the Eye of Re—in her many forms.
Jørgensen interprets the passage as containing the
menstrual blood of the goddess:115 “He grasps you
(the bAz jar) and provides for himself this your pure
and perfect eﬄux (rDw) which came forth from you,
being as this pure and perfect eﬄux (rDw) which
came forth from Osiris.”116 The association of the
rDw-ﬂuids with menstrual blood is based on the
same performance (outﬂow), and the wellestablished beneﬁcial aspects of the rDw-ﬂuids is then
transposed to menstrual blood thus making it a
purifying instead of a contaminating substance. It is
also important to note that the text is avoiding a
direct reference to “menstruation” (Hzmn), using
rather rDw. The link between these two ﬂuids
therefore seems to be the weakest from the whole
semiotic cluster, which would be in line with the
overall consideration of menstrual blood (or rather
of a menstruating woman) as something primarily
polluting or impure.
This is the only example of the tentative

association of rDw-ﬂuids with menstrual blood,
which we have been able to track. It deﬁes the
symbolical associations which are implied by the
semiotic map between these two ﬂuids (see below)
by actually choosing to stress the creative associative
line through semen (and conjecturally, through its
puriﬁcatory function and similarity in colour also
with milk). The reason might be the symbolical
context: menstrual blood simply cannot be
transformed directly into anything positive (thus the
avoidance of the direct term Hzmn) because being
ritually “tabooized.”
As the rDw-ﬂuids avoid the possibility to
absolutely deﬁne their qualities within the binary
categories framed by the semiotic map (their
qualities are deﬁned by context) and are thus a very
versatile substance, we may say that the rDw-ﬂuids
and menstrual blood could share a bwt-quality.117
What diﬀerentiates them on an analytical level is that
menstrual blood is related primarily with the period
before birth whereas rDw-ﬂuids with the
reviviﬁcation of the deceased. The most important
diﬀerence, however, is that for the rDw-ﬂuids to
become nurturing (like menstrual blood), they must
escape the body of the deceased and return as the
rDw-ﬂuids of Osiris. Transference is thus a
transformative requirement, whereas in case of
menstrual blood transference outside the body of the
woman must be avoided. The rDw-ﬂuids of Osiris
(position 3) are thus simultaneously paralleled and
opposed to menstrual blood (position 2). These
associations were, however, never exploited by the
ancient Egyptians in the material we have at our
disposal even though they are implied by the
semiotic map.

2.2: SUMMARY: THE SEMIOTIC MAP AND THE CASE OF
“GlUTTONOUS SYMBOl”
As the semiotic map presents an analytical tool, it is
very important to be aware of both its possibilities
and limitations.
Firstly, even though individual elements within
the semiotic map are placed in a speciﬁc quadrant
with speciﬁc characteristics assigned to them, these
are not ﬁxed. Even though static in its
representation, the semiotic map provides
mechanisms to accommodate the essentially
dynamic character of the whole cluster. Through the
symbolically associative processes, each of the
elements may functionally occupy—with certain
limitations—the position of other elements also
belonging to the given semiotic cluster (see below).
THE
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In fact, the whole model must be understood as a
translation mechanism enabling us to monitor how
our own clear-cut etic binary categories are deﬁed
by the elements on which we impose them. By
monitoring these movements, we may deconstruct
our own system and get a glimpse of the emic
classiﬁcatory system. Just like the via negativa of
mysticism, we learn about the object of our interest
by negating our own categories, which,
simultaneously, are the only tools we have.
Secondly, we must bear in mind that it is a
synchronic representation of the possible symbolic
associations among its constituent elements—
regardless of their actual existence or varying levels
of relevance in the primary sources and their
distribution over time. One must therefore not only
take caution in attributing equivalent importance to
all of the possible connections, but primarily must
resist the temptation of misinterpreting the source
material so as to ﬁt these analytical categories. In
fact, it is very rare that every possible symbolical
association would be valid at once at one speciﬁc
moment. Rather, individuals pick certain symbolical
associations in accordance with the given
performative context. Even though the inclusion of
all possible symbolical associations might seem
primarily as a drawback, this synchronic model has
a major advantage. When a certain symbolical
system (“culture”) decides to actualize diﬀerent set
of symbolical associations within the given semiotic
cluster, it is not necessary to explain such a shift as—
for example—an interference from an outside
culture, as we have already argued in relation to the
issue of the concept of the origin of foetus’ bones
from the semen and soft tissues from mother’s milk
as a foreign concept from Greece. Symbolical
systems indeed borrow elements from outside and
may even deliberately retain their foreign
characteristics, but they integrate them only if these
“new” elements make sense within their own
system. Otherwise they tend to ignore or even expel
them. Such “foreign” elements should therefore be
viewed as trigger mechanisms actualizing
associations that were theoretically possible, but
muted or not conceptualized at all.118 This approach
is in line with the principle of Occam’s razor, as
various euhemeristic and historicizing explanations,
which are still quite prominent in Egyptology, often
tend to be conjectural and convoluted.
Thirdly, such a semiotic map can help us in
discovering associations which would be enigmatic
without it. Thus, a ritual or textual association can

be made through characteristics which are crucial for
one element but only secondary or rarely associated
with the other. Alternatively, one association crucial
for the ﬁrst element may override an opposing
characterisation associated with the other element.
We have seen this in case of the association of
menstrual blood with the rDw-ﬂuids. Under normal
circumstances, menstrual blood is primarily
polluting outside the body of a woman.
Nevertheless, the outﬂow itself is what essentially
deﬁnes it (when it does not ﬂow out, it is
transformed within the body into milk). The
association of the rDw-ﬂuids with menstrual blood is
thus based on the same performance (outﬂow). But
the well-established beneﬁcial aspects of the rDwﬂuids are then transposed to menstrual blood thus
making it a purifying instead of a contaminating
substance even outside the body.
Fourthly, one must bear in mind that the
individual elements of the semiotic cluster and their
relationships may not be all equally pronounced
within the primary material—some might not even
be conceptualized at all. Certain elements tend, for
various reasons, to be “symbolically gluttonous.”
Their characteristics are so contextually conditioned
that from a synchronic/static perspective, such as the
semiotic map, they expand over several positions. If
the basic pair deﬁnes the limits of the semiotic
cluster, then these versatile elements make up the
variations, alternations, and permutations of the
basic binary positions. They are crucial for the whole
system as they provide the necessary ﬂexibility to it.
This is apparent for example in relation to the
qualities of the rDw-ﬂuids, which are much more
versatile to the point that they defy a clear binary
categorisation in three of the four categories: they
can be considered as either creative or nurturing; we
have no idea about their colour; they may
theoretically issue both from a male and a female
body. How to console this symbolic polyvalence of
the rDw-ﬂuids with the seemingly clear-cut binary
structure of the semiotic map? Does it not disprove
the relevance of the model or the categories? On the
contrary, the semiotic map accounts for exactly such
examples. In an extreme case, if an element spreads
over all of the deﬁning categories, it may be
considered a meta-term. Such meta-terms can be
used within a symbolical system as a certain gearunit enabling the association of any individual
element with all the others regardless if certain
characteristics—were the elements to be considered
individually—would prohibit that. Even though the
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rDw-ﬂuids might be a good candidate for this
position, the last of our four categories seems to be
deﬁning and limits certain associations—in order for
the rDw-ﬂuids to cease being harmful, they must
leave the body of the deceased only to return to it as
the beneﬁcial rDw-ﬂuids of Osiris. As transference is
a necessary aspect of its characterisation, the rDwﬂuids are not the meta-term we are looking for. Such
a meta-term must not be limited by any of its
characteristics. It must be a concept that can
subsume all of the ambivalent characteristics which
are more or less strongly exempliﬁed by the
individual elements. We want to claim that the
waters of the Nile functioned as such a meta-term.119
To this end we have included the sections in which
we describe the evidence of the connection of each
of the ﬂuids with the Nile. Again, not all of these
connections are equally pronounced, but that does
not matter. The ultimate question is whether the
chosen meta-term can be easily substituted in any of
the positions, which the Nile seems to have been.
Such meta-terms are important in that they vastly
broaden the scope of symbolical associations and
thus the eﬃcacy of substances used in ritual contexts
(see below, section 3.3).

3: ANTHROPOLOGICAL ANALYSIS: BODILY FLUIDS AND
FUNERARY RITUALS
What can we deduce from this web of relationships
from an anthropological perspective? First, bodily
ﬂuids related to birth are interrelated and in many
cases substitutable, no matter if they are male or
female. Through various metaphors discussed
above, a seemingly marginal topic as bodily ﬂuids
reﬂects important elements of the ancient Egyptian’s
life: (1) mother, father and child relationship in their
ideal and experienced mode, (2) the physical sexual
experience, (3) the gender roles, (4) the importance
of creating relationship through the exchange of
ﬂuids, (5) the physiological understanding of the
body by the Egyptians, as witnessed through
medical texts (6) and this relationship being reﬂected
on the zoomorphic level—the bull (semen, father)
and the cow (milk, mother), reﬂecting also the (7)
mythological or divine realm of the family of Osiris,
Isis and Horus, (8) visual experiences of colour (red
– blood, white – milk). Stemming from an embodied
reality, this experience is then transformed into a
classiﬁed reality (and vice versa)—this is reﬂected in
writing and iconography, and, consequently, in
medical texts, in mortuary literature and in healing
and mortuary rituals interrelated with these texts.

This is enabled by metaphors as intellectual
constructs. This illustrates that the interrelationships
of these ﬂuids accommodate a wider range of
“semiotic clusters” belonging to social, biological,
and cultural domains connecting them into a
meaningful system.120 The bodily ﬂuids were thus
analysed in their embodied, physical context, in their
ritual context and in their mythical contexts.
However, we would like to argue that this ancient
Egyptian material also has a very strong
comparative potential. The analysis provided above
may complement anthropological frameworks
studying mortuary rituals across cultures. As we will
try to show, this endeavour provides striking
symbolical similarities to the Egyptian semiotic
system of bodily ﬂuids relating birth and death.

3.1: lIMITATIONS OF A TRANSCUlTURAl
ANTHROPOlOGICAl COMPARISON OF ANCIENT
EGYPTIAN MORTUARY RITUAlS
Fieldwork, interaction with living people, and
studying performances in their actual context has
been the staple of anthropology ever since the
discipline rose from its academic armchair.121 Given
that ancient Egyptian culture is one long gone, its
students can hardly fulﬁl this basic obligation. It is
true that the developed tradition of Egyptian
archaeology does compensate to a certain extent as
it provides information about the material
background. We thus have texts describing
mortuary rituals and the depictions of their various
stages throughout ancient Egyptian history.
However, ritual is always and only a “thing done;”122
it cannot be reduced to a static representation of any
kind. Rituals form their participants and participants
form rituals in a mutual manner.123 Unfortunately for
us, we are missing the ancient Egyptians themselves
that could actually perform a mortuary ritual for us
to observe its ritual dynamics. The ground for an
intercultural anthropological comparison of
funerary rituals involving ancient Egyptian material
nevertheless exists. Any data collected in the ﬁeld
must be analysed in context of the whole symbolical
system of the given culture as to make sense of its
various facets. We must analyse metaphors the wide
array of which we tried to describe in relation to
ancient Egyptian bodily ﬂuids. This was clearly
shown by Robert Hertz in his famous study on
funerary customs called “Death and the Right
Hand”124—to which the title of this paper blatantly
refers—later expanded by Richard Huntington and
Peter Metcalf.125
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In order to set a framework, three aspects of
mortuary rituals that are cross-culturally signiﬁcant
will be illustrated on the ancient Egyptian semiotic
system of ﬂuids: (1) funeral as a transition, (2)
funeral as a means of generating vitality, (3) the
symbolism of food within funerary context. In the
following two sections, the relationship to the
ancient Egyptian bodily ﬂuids is outlined and
comparative material provided.

3.2: FUNERAl AS A TRANSITION: RDW, MIlK, AND
SEMEN
Hertz must be credited with describing the
phenomenon of the “secondary burial” or “reburial.” The focus of the primary burial is to dispose
of all humid elements of the corpse. After humidity
has been removed, a secondary funeral takes
place;126 it is during this ceremony that the deceased
ﬁnally joins the ancestors or generally attains a new
type of existence. There are four basic ways to
achieve the desiccation of the body: ﬁrstly cremation
(secondary burial operates with ashes); secondly
interment and subsequent decomposition of ﬂesh
(“cleaned” bones or symbolic remnants are exhumed
and reburied),127 with an alternative being the “skyburial,” a practise widespread for example among
the Buddhist population in Tibet or in Iran among
the Zoroastrians (carrion eaters eat oﬀ the ﬂesh
leaving only bones which may then be buried);128
third possibility is endo-cannibalism during which
the soft tissues of the deceased are eaten (often
mixed with others stuﬀs, such as banana-mush) by
the members of the social group to which the
deceased belonged.129 The forth possibility,
mummiﬁcation, was the preferred choice of the
ancient Egyptians.
Regardless of the diﬀerences in details, various
forms of desiccation have the same aim: to ensure
the transition of the deceased from one community
(of the living) to another (of the ancestors). The
bodies—not only of the deceased, but also of the
living ritualists invested in the whole process—are
then utilised to physically ensure this transition,
often transforming the physical remains into a godlike entity.130 Bodily ﬂuids are therefore a very
convenient medium through which various cultural
concepts about the integrity of the (social) body,
issues of purity and impurity, and border-transitions
may be conceptualised. After all, as we have
attempted to show, these were the main associations
with bodily ﬂuids even in relation to living bodies.
Even though it has become almost a convenience

to understand such transitions within the vanGennepian framework of the three basic
phases—separation, liminal period, reintegration—
the situation which we witness with actual rituals is
rather more complicated.131 Individual phases mix
and intertwine, elements are repeatedly separated to
be re-integrated again and again. Individual phases
of the mortuary ritual can therefore include all three
van-Gennepian stages even though these ritual
performances can be considered as one of the vanGennepian stages themselves in relation to the
framework of the given ritual as a whole. It is quite
common to encounter these three-fold performative
structures “nested” in one another. To give an
example, the Egyptian Opening of the Mouth ritual
was performed at the conclusion of the
mummiﬁcation rituals—marking a reintegration
phase—but was then repeated in front of the tomb
itself, again marking a reintegration phase, only to
be repeated at special occasions throughout the years
to come thus reanimating the reintegration
momentum from which both sides (the living and
the dead) proﬁted.132
Regardless of its shortcomings and coarseness, the
van-Gennepian tripartite structure is important in
that it posits the necessity for at least one
reintegration phase. As the desiccation customs
mark the crucial event of the death itself and the
physical disposal of the body, the reintegration
phase paralleling this event includes the remoistening of the deceased. Only this time the
liquids provided are beneﬁcial rather than harmful.
Thus, in certain parts of Asia and within various
religious traditions (mainly in Hinduism, but similar
concepts also appear in Buddhism, and other
systems), the deceased, after being cremated, enters
an intermediate state of a preta (“hungry ghost”).
This is a starving and parched entity that must be
aided into the Netherworld—primarily through
oﬀerings among which liquids are essential. These
provisions then gradually establish individual parts
of his Nether-worldly body.133
In relation to the semiotic system of ﬂuids in
ancient Egypt, this issue is central to the ancient
Egyptian ideas surrounding the rDw-ﬂuids. As
argued, their deﬁning characteristics is the necessity
to leave the body after death because they are
harmful. Once outside the body, they are
transformed into the rDw-ﬂuids of Osiris, which have
purifying, protective, and nurturing functions, and
must be ritually presented back to the deceased.
Throughout the process, the rDw-ﬂuids share
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functional similarities with the other ﬂuids. They
escape the body just like semen does and just like
semen, if misplaced, are considered dangerous (play
on the similarity of the words mtw.t designating both
poison and semen). In the form of the rDw-ﬂuids of
Osiris, they are functionally equivalent to milk in
their nurturing and purifying qualities, mirroring
the idea of the rebirth of the deceased. The rehumidifying process may thus also be understood in
terms of the transference of foodstuﬀs as the
medium of (transcendental) power and vitality, both
of which are aspects to be discussed in the following
section.

3.3: GENERATING AND CHANNEllING VITAlITY:
FUNERAl AND PROVISIONS
Through ritual, death is often transformed into a
moment generating vitality. Bloch and Parry
distinguish two types of vitality which is often being
evoked within funerary contexts.134 The ﬁrst type of
vitality is the never-ending biological cycle of death
and rebirth. This vitality is, however, often
contraposed to a higher, transcendent vitality that is
also perceived as a source of power from the
Netherworld. Ritually, this can be evoked by
sacriﬁcing an animal as part of funerary rituals. The
ritual of the Oﬀering of the Heart and leg, which
was part of the Opening of the Mouth ritual, is an
interesting example from ancient Egypt.135 During
this ritual,

a foreleg of a living calf was amputated
while its mother stood behind it, mourning
her young with upraised head and her
tongue stuck out. A priest went running
with the leg, carrying it to the mummy:
evidently, it was important that it be
presented while it was still warm with life.
(…) Both of these, the fresh meat and the
bellowing of the bereaved cow, which was
interpreted as mourning over the deceased,
were supposed to have a life-endowing,
“mouth-opening” eﬀect on the mummy.136

becomes a source of regenerative metaphysical
power for the living, often mediated through a
funerary feast.
A less extreme, less expensive and therefore more
common—yet functionally equivalent—form of
transferring vitality was through oﬀering provisions
of other kinds than livestock. In ancient Egypt, these
were of primary importance in mortuary ritual.137 As
the ultimate manifestation of well-nourished vitality
leads to spreading of life through procreation, the
ﬁrst type of vitality incorporates sexual aspects. In
ancient Egypt, this was conceptualised through the
archetypal ﬁlial relationship in which the deceased
wishes to copulate through his son in the world of
the living (see section 1.4). The medium which
enabled to uphold these social relationships was the
ka:138 (Pyramid Texts Spell 356, Pyr. 582c–d): “O
Osiris N., Horus has intervened for you, he has acted
on behalf of his ka in you, that you may be satisﬁed
in your identity Satisﬁed Ka.” The ka—sometimes
thought of as a “twin” of a person born
simultaneously: “soul, protective spirit and
doppelgänger, all rolled into one”139—passes from
father to son through embrace and is thus a
conceptualisation of their mutual dependence. The
hieroglyph for the ka
depicts two outstretched arms. The father is dependent on his son
for the maintenance of his mortuary cult (mediated
by the kau—provisions)140 and the preservation of his
good name, but it is the community of the deceased
in the Netherworld, who provide legitimacy and
vitality to the living. Having been transformed
(resuscitated), the deceased have access to the
second, transcendental type of vitality. This second
type must also be thought of along the lines of
reproduction, but without the messy business of
dying and being born, devoid of sexuality—selfengendering and thus completely self-suﬃcient.
Willems described the mechanism in his analysis of
the coﬃn of Heqata:

The animal is devoted to the gods, killed, and
transformed, becoming a new source of higher
vitality at the sacriﬁcial feast. In the same way, the
body of the deceased is treated: at the funeral, its
lower vitality, which is represented by meat and
moisture, must be discarded. Only then may the dry
residue be incorporated into the transcendental
world of the gods/ancestors. This integration then
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(…) Heqata identiﬁes himself with Osiris,
the obvious aim being to be granted the
same beneﬁces as the god (i.e. being
embalmed). As a result of his ensuing
resuscitation, he is able, however, to become
an embalmer himself. After being initiated,
he enters the Place of Embalming and assists
in the mummiﬁcation of Osiris. Considering
that it was Osiris who ordained that the
mummiﬁcation of the deceased should take
place (…), the whole process might be
termed a cycle of resuscitation.141
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This was the ideal a non-royal Egyptian could look
forward to in the Netherworld. However, in case of
the pharaoh, whose nature was divine already
during his earthly existence, the circular model
found its fullest expression through the New
Kingdom concept of the Kamutef, “Bull of his
mother,” the self-begetting pharaoh, who is his own
creator.142
In relation to the system of bodily ﬂuids in Egypt,
the transcendental vitality is channelled through the
masculine ﬂuids related to Osiris and the
ancestors—rDw of Osiris and semen—which,
ultimately, relate to “collective” metaphors of
continuity through the archetypal, self-begetting
father-son (Osiris-Horus) relationship. The female
ﬂuids then tend to conceptualize the resurrection
process through evoking “individual” metaphors of
the deceased as a new-born in the biological cycle of
death and rebirth (symbolism of re-birth, goddesses
suckling the deceased). Again, this symbolical
division along the sexes is a phenomenon attested
from many cultures and has direct correspondences
in various ritual customs, which set varying rules of
attendance in funerary rites for members of either
sex (women may thus be required to prepare the
deceased and wail, whereas men then bury the body
and are prohibited from any such expressions of
emotions).143
In relation to the speciﬁc female ﬂuids, the
situation is more complicated. Functionally, the
whole symbolical cluster of bodily ﬂuids includes a
position symbolising the nourishing quality in its
purest form. Milk, which is mentioned in funerary
contexts, does fulﬁl also this function. However,
based on the reading of medical texts, the archetypal
nourishing ﬂuid was menstrual blood. As opposed
to milk, which required the act of transference—
during which it could get corrupted—menstrual
blood had to stay within the body. In fact, if it came
out of the body of the woman, it immediately
became polluting. This nurturing function thus had
to be maintained even within the funerary context,
without, however referring to the polluting
substance itself. How to solve this conundrum?
Through the symbolical associative possibilities of
the individual ﬂuids as members of a semiotic
cluster, the nurturing function was easily occupied
by the “symbolically gluttonous” rDw-ﬂuids of
Osiris—a ritually acceptable substance.

4: CONCLUSION
Anthropology has managed to show how symbolical
systems utilize the human body to illustrate complex
social and psychological processes, be the body
alive144 or dead. The decomposition process or
fermentation allows symbolical systems to connect
the post-mortem state of the bodies with various
culinary techniques or agricultural phenomena. In
ancient Egypt, this took on the form of the
symbolical complex surrounding the eﬄux of Osiris
identifying it with the Nile, the agricultural cycle,
birth (menstrual blood, semen) and rebirth (milk). In
a similar manner, in Berawan society,145 the dead are
treated in the same manner as rice balls from which
alcoholic (fermented) drink is prepared.146 In this
process, bodies are inserted into vessels which are
normally used for preparing rice-wine. The ﬂuids
are let out of the vessels, collected and after a certain
period the bones are taken out and buried. Rune
Nyord described a very similar pattern for ancient
Egyptians’ handling of the rDw-ﬂuids of Osiris.147 In
both of these cases, the deceased is transformed
through fermentation into something pure,
intoxicating even. The customs further demonstrate
that the transition from this world to the other does
not happen purely on an intellectual level—the
deceased undergoes the process physically. We can
thus see that what anthropology has formulated as
general, cross-cultural principles of funerary rituals
can be very conveniently illustrated by the semiotic
complex of ancient Egyptian bodily ﬂuids. This
shows that there exist certain types of behaviour
which are apt to appear in some form whenever
people are faced with the fact of death, i.e. all the
time. This has implications for both disciplines. For
Egyptology, it shows that studying higher-order
anthropological models referencing comparative
material of diﬀerent provenance and time-frames
can provide very interesting impulses for the reassessment of concepts either long considered
decided or maybe not considered relevant at all. It
also shows that ancient Egyptian symbolical system,
even though fascinating and impressive, is not at all
an isolated phenomenon. For anthropology, ancient
Egyptian material can provide a wealth of
comparative data as its symbolical system
underwent a continuous development over more
than three millennia, constantly cross-referencing
and intertextually referring to its older strata
gradually exploiting the full spectrum of symbolical
associations provided by the semiotic system of their
culture.
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How does the Egyptologist beneﬁt from our
analysis and why should he turn to anthropology?
First, it is necessary to understand that
anthropological theories are abstractions, often
detached from the ethnographic sources. Thus, there
exists a danger, of which we are aware, of
“deforming” the material studied, or simply to
choose to ignore certain aspects of it or highlight
others. Such a deformation will always exist when
we are studying cultures long gone. Our aim was to
merely show that because all of the liquids formed a
semiotic cluster, the ancient Egyptians could
understand one liquid through another. Thus, the
Pyramid Texts Spell 455: “The canals have ﬁlled, the
rivers have ﬂooded, and with the cleansing that
comes from Osiris. (...) Sit down (i.e. sem-priest) and
see this cleansing of father Osiris, this Pepi, with
natron, with (condensed) milk, with cleansing
natron,”148 can, in relation to the semiotic map of the
bodily ﬂuids, be interpreted in the following way.
The deceased enters the realm of Osiris, of the
ancestors, by purifying himself and connecting with
the “transcendental vitality” (Bloch and Parry)
through the rDw-ﬂuids of Osiris. Flood, the
prototypical nourishing and fertilizing ﬂuid, is
evoked here, as well as milk, connoting the motherly
love and sweetness towards the individual new-born
on one hand (Bloch and Parry’s ﬁrst type of vitality),
and the ritual purity associated with its colour on the
other. The analysis of bodily ﬂuids can help us
understand why the ancient Egyptians chose to use
a particular ﬂuid in a ritual and what meaning they
conveyed by operating with it. Of course, the
mother-father-son relationship is evident from
Egyptian sources concerning the afterlife, but
anthropology helps to systemize them: the motherly
aspect relates to the afterlife of the individual in the
Egyptian context, whereas the fatherly relates to the
collective through Osiris. This is not any radically
new observation; the purpose of the article is rather
to show that such observations can be made by
studying marginal elements appearing in rituals, as,
for example, bodily ﬂuids, and perhaps encourage
other Egyptologists to look at the subject they study
from diﬀerent and, perhaps, less intuitive
perspectives. This article is an intellectual exercise
and its aim is to multiply the paths we can take to
ﬁnd answers about the matter we study.
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